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ABSTRACT

Plasma flow-obstacle interactions, such as those between an exoplanet’s magnetosphere and the

host star’s stellar wind, may lead to detectable radio emissions. Despite many attempts to detect

magnetospheric (auroral) radio emissions from exoplanets, a reproducible, unambiguous detection

remains elusive. This fourth paper of the ROME (Radio Observations of Magnetized Exoplanets)

series presents the results of a targeted radio survey of nine nearby systems that host exoplanet,

brown dwarf, or low-mass-stellar companions conducted with the Arecibo radio telescope at ∼5 GHz.

This search for magnetospheric radio emissions has the greatest sensitivity (∼1 mJy during <1 s

integration times) and collected full Stokes parameters over the largest simultaneous bandpass of any

survey to date. It is also the first survey to search for radio emission from brown dwarfs of spectral

class Y, which may illuminate open questions regarding their magnetism, interior and atmospheric

structure, and formation histories. No magnetospheric radio emissions from substellar companions

were detected. These results are examined within the context of recent theoretical work on plasma

flow-obstacle interactions, and radio emissions observed from the solar system planets and ultracool

dwarfs.

Keywords: Magnetospheric radio emissions; Exoplanets; Planetary magnetospheres; Brown Dwarfs;

Y dwarfs; Non-thermal radiation sources; Magnetic fields; Aurorae; Radio Astronomy;

Spectropolarimetry; Natural satellites (Extrasolar)

1. INTRODUCTION

Despite a long history of searching for magnetospheric

radio emissions from exoplanets, a lack of reproducible

detections leaves the potential scientific value of the dis-

cipline yet to be realized. Nevertheless, its importance

to understanding the magnetic properties and related

processes of exoplanets guarantees that it should con-

tinue. The electrodynamic engine for these emissions,

commonly known as (exo)planetary auroral emissions,

is primarily thought to involve the dissipation of kinetic

flow power and/or Poynting flux from a weakly magne-

tized stellar wind (plasma flow) across a (exo)planetary

magnetospheric cross-section (an obstacle with a strong

magnetic field). Some of the dissipated solar wind en-
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ergy accelerates electrons to ≳keV energies, a fraction of

which, in turn, is converted into auroral emissions that

span the electromagnetic spectrum from radio to X-ray

wavelengths. The observational signatures of auroral ra-

dio emissions have been well characterized for the mag-

netized solar system planets (Zarka 1998; Badman et al.

2015; Zarka 2018). An additional potential electrody-

namic engine is magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling cur-

rents that arise from the departure of rigid corotation of

exomoon plasma within (exo)planetary magnetospheres

(e.g., Nichols et al. 2020). This work focuses on stellar

wind-(exo)planetary magnetospheric interactions due to

their prevalence within the solar system, and their de-

pendence on observed exoplanet properties that may be

used as target selection criteria.

The importance of exoplanetary radio emissions to

modern astrophysics rests with their ability to serve as

a tool to discover new exoplanets (e.g., Lazio 2018),
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diagnose (exo)planet interior structure, composition,

and thermodynamic properties (e.g., Christensen et al.

2009; Yan & Stanley 2021), properties of the ionosphere

and surrounding plasma environment (e.g., Nichols et

al. 2020), atmospheric erosion (e.g., Grießmeier 2015;

Wordsworth 2016), membership and properties of orbit-

ing (exo)moons (e.g., Zarka et al. 2018; Carrer et al.

2021), and assess the habitability of the (exo)planets

themselves or their orbiting (exo)moons (e.g., Green et

al. 2021). Although several putative detections have

been announced (e.g., Turner et al. 2021 for τ Boötis

and references therein), an unambiguous, reproducible

discovery remains elusive.

Several decades of remote and in situ observations of

the Jovian magnetosphere have revealed that Jupiter

provides an intriguing case study for magnetosphere-

ionosphere coupling, magnetic interactions with the

Galilean satellites Io, Europa, and Ganymede, and to

a lesser extent, magnetospheric interactions with the

solar wind. These interactions give rise to a legion of

radio emissions observed from <1 kHz to ≳20 GHz that

include emissions ≲40 MHz generated by the electron

cyclotron maser (ECM) operating in its polar regions,

and higher-frequency emissions from synchrotron radi-

ation located at its magnetic equator and poles. The

most powerful Jovian radio emissions, including the de-

cametric (DAM) and rapid S-bursts, are caused by co-

herent ECM radiation that is ∼105 more luminous than

the weakest emission, incoherent decimetric (DIM) syn-

chrotron emission (Zarka et al. 2004; Treumann 2006; de

Pater & Lissauer 2015; Zarka et al. 2018; Nichols et al.

2020; Louis et al. 2021). It is therefore prudent that any

search for exoplanetary magnetospheric radio emissions

should focus on detecting those generated by the ECM

mechanism.

Beyond the solar system, Yantis et al. (1977) sought

to detect the first extrasolar planets via their magne-

tospheric radio emissions using Jupiter as a template

(e.g., Zarka 1998). This survey, and its numerous suc-

cessors, failed to identify reproducible candidates (for

a review, see Lazio 2018). Many works sought to es-

timate the flux densities and frequencies of emissions

from exoplanet magnetospheric interactions (e.g., Far-

rell et al. 1999; Lazio et al. 2004; Grießmeier et al. 2007;

Ignace et al. 2010; Reiners & Christensen 2010; Nichols

2012; Grießmeier 2017; Zaghoo & Collins 2018). Impor-

tant ingredients in estimating the radio flux density are

properties of the stellar wind (density, velocity, and in-

terplanetary magnetic field), while exoplanet age, mass,

and rotation rate determine the exoplanet magnetic field

strength (e.g., Christensen 2010). Since, these scaling

laws generally led to estimates of B ∼10-100 G mag-

netic fields, surveys sought exoplanet radio emission at

low frequencies. However, many of the theoretical scal-

ing laws are based on the extrapolation of the radio

emissions from ≤1 MJ magnetized solar system planets

to more massive exoplanets. It is unclear whether this

extrapolation is appropriate. Indeed, the discovery of

“inflated” hot Jupiters may imply that these exoplanets

have stronger than predicted global magnetic fields, per-

haps with dipole field strengths B ≲250 G. Small-scale

exoplanet fields may be even stronger (e.g., Yadav &

Thorngren 2017). Indeed, Connerney et al. (2022) deter-

mined small-scale, polar Jovian magnetic fields B ∼20

G, far in excess of the magnetic field strength mea-

sured by the Jovian dipole moment alone, B=4.18 G.

Given the historic difficulty of conducting sensitive low-

frequency surveys, the evolution in exoplanet dynamo

theories, the failure to detect exoplanet magnetospheric

interactions, and the surprising discovery of powerful,

∼kG magnetic fields among ultracool dwarfs (UCDs),

surveys at ∼GHz frequencies have been conducted as

well (e.g., Winglee et al. 1986; Bastian et al. 2000; Lazio

et al. 2010; Stroe et al. 2012; Route & Wolszczan 2013;

Sirothia et al. 2014; Harp et al. 2016; Pérez-Torres et al.

2021; Cendes et al. 2022).

While the magnetic properties of the solar system

planets may anchor expectations of giant exoplanet

magnetism at the lower mass end, UCDs, or low-mass

stars and brown dwarfs of spectral types ≥M7, are of

special interest because their radio emissions anchor

the high-mass end, and overlap stellar and planetary

regimes. If not from intrinsic stellar-like flaring, their

emissions stem from some type of plasma flow-obstacle

interactions, although it is unclear if their electrody-

namic engines consist of magnetosphere-ionosphere cou-

pling, magnetic (unipolar or dipolar) interactions with

orbiting bodies, or magnetospheric interactions with the

interstellar medium (e.g., Schrijver 2009; Williams et al.

2014; Hallinan et al. 2015). Low-mass stars of spectral

types ≳M4, brown dwarfs, and massive exoplanets have

fully convective interiors that generate their magnetic

dynamos (Chabrier & Baraffe 2000; Wahl et al. 2017).

Since cooler brown dwarfs have properties intermediate

between stars and planets, it was widely assumed that

their magnetic activity and field strengths would also be

intermediate in nature.

Magnetic field evolutionary tracks that extrapolate

from a scaling law derived from geodynamo models es-

timate that M dwarf, brown dwarf, and exoplanet mag-

netic field strengths peak at ∼4 kG, ∼3 kG, and ∼200 G,

respectively, for objects of ages ∼1 Gyr (Christensen et

al. 2009; Reiners & Christensen 2010). During my first

∼5 GHz survey of UCDs conducted at Arecibo Obser-
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vatory (AO), I detected three high brightness tempera-

ture (TB > 1011 K), highly circular polarized (≳70%)

flares from the first radio-emitting T dwarf, 2MASS

J10475385+2124234 (J1047+21; Route & Wolszczan

2012, 2013). The flare properties indicated that they

were caused by the same ECM mechanism that operates

within the Jovian and solar magnetospheres. Applica-

tion of the cyclotron formula to these flares revealed that

this ∼900 K, T6.5 brown dwarf hosts a magnetic field

B ∼1.7 kG. Additional observations of J1047+21 at 10

to 15.75 GHz suggested that it may host magnetic fields

B ∼5.6 kG, assuming ECM radiation at the fundamen-

tal frequency (Williams & Berger 2015; Kao et al. 2018).

The later detection of five 15-100% circularly polarized

bursts of TB > 4× 1011 K emission from the T6 brown

dwarf WISEPC J112254.73+255021.5 (J1122+25) dur-

ing my second 5GHz AO radio survey indicated that

strong magnetic fields may be quite common among cool

brown dwarfs with exoplanet-like effective temperatures

(Route & Wolszczan 2016a,b). Furthermore, the T2.5

brown dwarf SIMP 01365662+0933473, was estimated

to be an ∼200 Myr substellar object of only ∼13 MJ ,

yet with a magnetic field strength B ∼3.2 kG (Kao et

al. 2018). Thus, the magnetic energy that powers the

radio emissions from brown dwarfs with exoplanet-like

effective temperatures exceeds the geodynamo scaling

law estimates by approximately an order of magnitude

(Kao et al. 2018).

Perhaps T dwarf magnetism as manifested at radio

wavelengths may provide better insight as to how giant

exoplanet magnetospheres behave than scaling laws ex-

trapolated from ≤1 MJ mass magnetized planets in the

solar system. The surprisingly strong magnetic field of

J1047+21 in apparent violation of dynamo scaling laws

suggests that giant exoplanets may also host magnetic

fields stronger than anticipated that could generate ra-

dio activity at ∼GHz frequencies. Therefore, I surveyed

nearby star systems with known substellar companions

at AO in 2010-2011 to search for magnetospheric emis-

sions from their substellar companions. This work com-

plements my survey of stellar radio emissions resulting

from star-planet interactions (ROME III, Route & Wol-

szczan 2023), and my investigation of multiwavelength

observations of putative star-planet interactions within

the HD 189733 system (ROME I and II; Route 2019;

Route & Looney 2019). Section 2 describes my tar-

get selection criteria, instrumentation, and observations.

Section 3 presents the resulting detection limits from

this survey. Section 4 contextualizes these results with

respect to other surveys of exoplanet radio emissions,

UCD radio activity, and recent theoretical work. This

section also describes the implications of these results on

the search for exomoons orbiting exoplanets within their

respective habitable zones (HZs). Section 5 concludes by

reviewing the significance of this survey and providing

suggestions for future work. The results of this survey

indicate that the detection and characterization of exo-

planet magnetism via magnetospheric emissions remains

an admirable, although difficult, goal.

2. TARGET SELECTION AND OBSERVATIONS

2.1. Target Selection

Target systems were selected for this radio survey

based on the anticipated ability of their substellar

(brown dwarf and exoplanet) companions to gener-

ate magnetospheric radio emissions in accordance with

plasma flow- obstacle interaction theory. In each case,

targets were chosen based on the physical properties of

the companions (i.e., mass, semimajor axis) and their lo-

cation in the sky (Table 1). Theoretical models suggest

that the global magnetic field strength of an object is

determined by the internal energy available to power its

convective magnetic dynamo. This internal energy can

be estimated from parameters such as mass, radius, age,

rotation rate, and internal composition and conductiv-

ity. Substellar objects with larger masses have greater

thermal fluxes to power convection-driven magnetic dy-

namos, resulting in larger mean magnetic field strengths

(Christensen et al. 2009; Reiners & Christensen 2010).

Within the plasma flow- obstacle paradigm, more mas-

sive substellar objects have stronger magnetic fields that

form larger magnetospheres. These magnetospheres

present larger obstacles to dissipate stellar wind kinetic

and/or magnetic power, which should lead to greater

radio luminosities (Zarka 2018).

The maximum frequency of ECM radio emissions is

related to the local cyclotron frequency, νc, by νc[MHz]

= 2.8nB [Gauss], where n is the harmonic number,

and B is the local magnetic field strength determined

by the internal energy available to power the convec-

tive magnetic dynamo. It is apparent from this formula

that more massive substellar objects with stronger mag-

netic fields will cause higher frequency emissions, per-

haps even extending into the ∼GHz frequency range.

When a substellar object orbiting its host star is de-

tected, it is customary to report its minimum mass,

M sin i. However, in many cases, the uncertainty in its

orbital inclination with respect to our line of sight makes

it ambiguous whether the object is truly an exoplanet or

is a brown dwarf. Statistical analysis indicates that the

true mass of a substellar companion is typically ∼15%
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higher1 (e.g., Reffert & Quirrenbach 2011). Therefore,

HD 38529 b (now HD 38529 c) and HD 114762 Ab were

selected as candidates that straddle the exoplanet-brown

dwarf boundary, since their reported masses were 12.7

and 11 MJ , respectively (Latham et al. 1989; Fischer et

al. 2003). The radio emissions from these objects could

be as strong as the ∼4-5 GHz emission from the T6.5

brown dwarf J1047+21. Thus, putative planetary sys-

tems with relatively massive substellar companions were

selected.

A second target selection criterion was that massive

targets with smaller semimajor axes were preferred be-

cause they are hypothesized to have greater radio lu-

minosities. Returning to the plasma flow- obstacle

paradigm, substellar objects closer to their host stars

have smaller magnetospheres due to the pressure bal-

ance between the object’s magnetic field and the stel-

lar wind ram pressure. Although these magnetospheres

would present smaller obstacles to the stellar wind

plasma flow, as a stellar wind travels outward from the

host star, mass and magnetic flux conservation dictate

that objects with smaller semimajor axes will encounter

greater kinetic flow powers and Poynting fluxes. There-

fore, close-in, massive substellar objects may present

the most promising targets for magnetospheric emissions

(Zarka 2018).

Intrinsic system properties aside, I targeted systems

<50 pc from the Sun because even the most optimistic

magnetospheric radio flux estimates (e.g., Lazio et al.

2004) suggest only marginal detectability for targets ob-

served at an appropriate frequency. Additionally, the

single, fixed-dish nature of the Arecibo radio telescope

constrained the targets to have declinations of 0◦ to

+38◦.

2.2. Instrumentation and Observations

The substellar companion hosting systems were sur-

veyed from 2010 January 6 to 2011 July 20 under AO

observing program A2471. Each system was observed

for a total of 0.67 to 2.50 hours, sometimes across mul-

tiple epochs, although each individual epoch was <2 hrs

(Table 22). This duration was set by the maximum

time targets can take to transit the fixed dish of the

Arecibo radio telescope. During the observing sessions,

each 10-minute on-target science scan was bracketed by

1 “Exoplanets Data Explorer | Table,” available at
http://exoplanets.org/table

2 Data sets referenced in this table may be requested by submit-
ting a ticket with the category “Arecibo Data” to the Arecibo
Observatory Tape Library hosted by Texas Advanced Comput-
ing Center (https://www.tacc.utexas.edu/about/help/).

20-second calibration on-off scans that use a local oscil-

lator.

Despite the limitations in target system tracking and

observation duration due to its fixed dish, the 305-m

William E. Gordon radio telescope at AO offered sev-

eral distinct advantages relative to other facilities in

2010-2011. The large effective area of the dish deliv-

ered exceptional sensitivity that yielded accurate po-

larization measurements across a large, ∼1 GHz simul-

taneous bandpass over short (<1 s) integration times.

Signals received by the dual-linear polarization C-band

receiver3, were processed by the recently commissioned

Mock spectrometer4. The system temperature ranged

within 25–32 K, with antenna gains of 5.5–9.0 K Jy−1.

The half-power beam width varied with frequency from

0.97 × 1.09 arcmin (azimuth × zenith angle at 4.500

GHz central frequency) to 0.79 × 0.92 arcmin (5.400

GHz; Chris Salter, personal communication).

Full Stokes parameters were computed by the Mock

spectrometer array, which consists of seven field-

programmable gate array (FPGA) Fast Fourier Trans-

form (FFT) Mock spectrometers individually tuned to

central frequencies of 4.325, 4.466, 4.608, 4.750, 4.892,

5.034, and 5.176 GHz. Each 8192-channel spectrome-

ter yields a 172 MHz bandpass that overlaps the fre-

quency range of each neighboring spectrometer by ∼30

MHz, thereby yielding continuous bandpass coverage

from 4.239 to 5.262 GHz. Prior to analysis, the signal-

to-noise characteristics of the data were improved by

rebinning the data from (frequency, time) resolutions of

(20.9 kHz, 0.1 s) to (83.6 kHz, 0.9 s). Radio frequency

interference (RFI) was mitigated by an iterative statis-

tical process detailed in Route (2013).

The analysis of each science scan consisted of the

construction of dynamic spectra and bandpass-averaged

time series graphs of flux density for every Stokes pa-

rameter for each spectrometer (Figure 1). The per-scan

sensitivity ranged from 1σ ∼0.1–1.2 mJy with sensitiv-

ity distribution reported in Route (2017b). Comprehen-

sive, frequency and system-dependent sensitivity limits

are available in Route (2013). These data products were

then searched for bursts of ≳10% circularly polarized

(Stokes V) emission, which are readily apparent when

they occur and are a telltale sign of ECM emission. Due

to its local calibration procedure and confusion limita-

tions, AO is insensitive to quiescent radio emission and

radio bursts of duration comparable to the science scan

3 “Cband Calibration,” available at
https://naic.nrao.edu/arecibo/phil/calcb/cband.html#top

4 “Jeff Mock’s pdev Spectrometer,”
https://www.naic.edu/arecibo/phil/pdevall.html
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duration. Candidate bursts that exceeded a 3σ noise

threshold in their Stokes V time series graph then had

their Stokes Q and U components examined for behavior

suggestive of RFI, and their morphology compared with

an archive of identified RFI artifacts observed across

multiple systems.

3. RESULTS

No magnetospheric radio emissions were detected

from any system hosting exoplanet or brown dwarf com-

panions. I reiterate that this survey was only sensitive

to ≳10% circularly polarized bursts of radio emission

of several minutes duration or less, and was insensi-

tive to quiescent (unpolarized or slowly varying) emis-

sion. Nevertheless, using the standard deviation from

the bandpass-averaged time series of the cleanest Mock

spectrometer centered at 4.466 GHz, we can compute 3σ

detection limits on the circularly polarized radio emis-

sion from the substellar targets (Table 3).

In ROME III (Route & Wolszczan 2023), I presented

the results of my search for stellar radio emissions that

may be caused by star-planet interactions in systems

with hot exoplanet companions. Each surveyed sys-

tem resulted in a nondetection of the sought-after ra-

dio emission. Since the host star and orbiting exo-

planet(s) in each system fit within the ∼5 GHz half-

power beamwidth, the results also constrain exoplan-

etary magnetospheric radio emissions. Thus, Table 3

also recaps the magnetospheric detection limits for the

ROME III targets (GJ 176 b, HD 46375 b, 55 Cnc b-f,

GJ 436 b, HD 102195 b, HD 189733 b, HD 209458 b, and

51 Peg b), as well as HR 8799 b-e (Route & Wolszczan

2013), so that they may be further contextualized, ana-

lyzed, and interpreted within the present work.

Figure 2 depicts the magnetospheric luminosity limits

associated with the flux density detection limits in Table

3 as a function of spectral type for low-mass stars and

brown dwarfs, and as a function of mass for exoplanets.

Since the objects in the present survey are bracketed on

the high-mass end by UCDs, and at the low-mass end by

Jupiter, I add the radio luminosities from these objects

for contextualization of these results. These upper limits

provide tighter constraints on target radio emission than

my later survey of UCD radio activity conducted with

the same instrumental set up and analysis software due

to the quieter radio environment around AO in 2010-

2011 versus 2013-2014 (Route 2013; Route & Wolszczan

2013, 2016b).

4. DISCUSSION

The survey frequency characteristics (Section 2.2) and

3σ flux density detection limits (Table 3) may be com-

pared with the frequency and flux density characteris-

tics estimated for magnetospheric emissions from cer-

tain exoplanet targets (Table 4). All references in Ta-

ble 4 base their predicted exoplanet frequency and flux

density properties on extrapolations of various scaling

laws (Farrell et al. 1999; Lazio et al. 2004; Reiners &

Christensen 2010; Grießmeier 2017; Zaghoo & Collins

2018; Kavanagh et al. 2019). Approximately one-third

of targets were observed at frequencies within an order of

magnitude of their anticipated highest frequency of mag-

netospheric ECM emission (HD 10697 b, HD 38529 c,

HD 106252 b, HD 114762 Ab, 70 Vir b, HD 178911 Bb).

Two-thirds of targets were observed with enough sensi-

tivity to detect their anticipated magnetospheric radio

emissions, if they were observed at frequencies that cor-

respond to magnetic field strengths present within their

magnetospheres. I note that many of these estimates

predate theoretical work that suggests that “inflated”

hot Jupiters may be explained by the existence of strong

magnetic fields (e.g., Yadav & Thorngren 2017), and the

discovery of powerful UCD magnetic fields which appear

to violate these scaling laws (e.g., Kao et al. 2018).

4.1. Targets Reclassified as Low-mass Stars or Brown

Dwarfs

Section 2.1 described how the measurement of M sin i

via the radial velocity method only determines the min-

imum companion mass, which can lead to an under-

estimate of its internal energy to power a convective

dynamo. This would then result in an underestimate

of the maximum magnetic field strength of the substel-

lar object, and accompanying radio surveys that probe

frequencies lower than the cutoff frequency that corre-

sponds to this maximum magnetic field strength. While

I did not detect magnetospheric radio emissions from

any exoplanet candidate targeted by my survey, I high-

light that several targets were subsequently reclassified

as low-mass stars or brown dwarfs which would present

a more optimistic case for the detection of ∼GHz-

frequency radio emissions.

HD 114762 Ab.– Given the updated mass estimate

for HD 114762 Ab from Kiefer et al. (2021) and the

mass-spectral type relationship depicted in (Chabrier &

Baraffe 2000, Fig.10), I estimate that this companion is

actually an M5 dwarf, as opposed to a ∼11 MJ giant

planet as originally thought (Latham et al. 1989). Al-

though I did not detect any ECM-generated radio flares

from this system, such flares would be common among

M dwarfs. For example, radio flares have been observed

at 4.85 GHz from the M3.5 dwarf AD Leo (Stepanov et

al. 2001) and potentially from the M5 companion in the
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“white dwarf pulsar” cataclysmic variable system AR

Sco at 1-10 GHz (Lyutikov et al. 2020).

HD 38529 c and HD 106252 b.– Based on their ra-

diometric Bode’s law, Lazio et al. (2004) estimated that

if HD 38529 c and HD 106252 b were exoplanets, they

would be sources of Φradio ∼13 µJy and Φradio ∼32 µJy

magnetospheric radio emissions extending to cutoff fre-

quencies of ν ∼1.6 GHz and ν ∼576 MHz, respectively.

They noted that given statistical variations in the em-

pirical estimate of the magnetic moment for these ob-

jects, their actual cutoff frequencies could be within a

factor of three higher or lower. However, the revised

mass estimates for HD 38529 c and HD 106252 b (Ta-

ble 1) clearly place them in the brown dwarf domain

(Benedict et al. 2010; Reffert & Quirrenbach 2011). Us-

ing these revised masses together with 5 Gyr isochrone

models (Baraffe et al. 2003) and the effective temper-

atures from Cushing et al. (2011), I estimate that HD

38529 c and HD 106252 b have spectral types of ∼Y0

and ∼T9, respectively. The 2010 observations of these

two objects, therefore, constitute the first, although in-

advertent, search for radio emission from potential Y

dwarfs. Characterizing the magnetism of this class of

objects on the exoplanet-brown dwarf boundary may be

important for several reasons. First, it may further illu-

minate the age, mass, and temperature ranges at which

substellar object magnetic fields first begin to exceed

those predicted by geodynamo scaling laws of rapid ro-

tators, which may have important implications for their

interior structures (e.g., Christensen et al. 2009; Kao et

al. 2018). Second, the study of Y dwarfs in orbit around

stars provide rare test cases of theories of brown dwarf

and planet formation (e.g., Luhman 2012). Third, radio

observations may constrain Y dwarf interior structure to

better probe the tension between atmospheric theoreti-

cal models and retrievals (e.g., Leggett et al. 2021; Wulff

et al. 2024). Since the coolest effective temperature and

latest spectral type for which radio emission has been

discovered is from the Teff ∼900 K, T6.5 brown dwarf

J1047+21 that produced Φradio ∼3 mJy radio emissions

at ν ≳4 GHz (Route & Wolszczan 2012), these systems

are plausible candidates for ∼GHz radio emissions at

∼mJy flux densities. Unfortunately, both systems are

∼4× further away than J1047+21, so that while the in-

strumentation and techniques to search for radio emis-

sions remain the same for all three objects, the radio

emission detection limits for HD 38529 c and HD 106252

b are over an order-of-magnitude higher.

4.2. Reasons for Nondetections

There are several plausible explanations for the non-

detection of magnetospheric radio emissions from the

substellar objects in the target systems, including sensi-

tivity, observing frequency, rotation phase coverage, and

viewing geometry.

4.2.1. Sensitivity

Starting with sensitivity, although this survey is the

most sensitive to date, substellar target magnetospheric

radio emissions would need to be ∼102 to 106 greater

than those of Jupiter to be detectable (Table 3, Fig-

ure 2). By comparison, Zarka (2018) estimated that

hot Jupiters might produce radio emissions 103 to 106

times more intense than those emitted by Jupiter based

on their empirically derived radio-magnetic Bode’s law.

Somewhat less optimistically, Lazio et al. (2004) sug-

gested that greater stellar wind loading among hot

Jupiters would scale-up emissions analogous to Jovian

peak power emissions by 102. This survey, then, is at

the edge of viability with respect to these scaling laws.

4.2.2. Observing Frequency and Magnetic Field Strengths

Another important facet to consider is the frequency

coverage of this survey. The survey was only sensitive

to substellar magnetospheric emissions generated by the

ECM mechanism. The 4.239 GHz to 5.262 GHz fre-

quency range of this survey corresponds to fundamen-

tal frequency (second harmonic) emission from magnetic

fields of B ∼1.5 to 1.9 kG (B ∼760 to 940 G) accord-

ing to the cyclotron formula in Section 2.1. Theoretical

models indicate that both modes are possible, although

which mode of emission dominates is dependent upon

local plasma conditions (Treumann 2006). Indeed, Trig-

ilio et al. (2011) assert that both emission modes operate

near-simultaneously in the magnetosphere of the chem-

ically peculiar star CU Virginis.

Given prior work on empirical scaling laws and interior

dynamo models, it is not surprising that most surveys

of exoplanet magnetospheric emissions were conducted

at lower frequencies. Only a handful of targets were hy-

pothesized to have cutoff frequencies extending into the

∼GHz range such as HD 114762 Ab, HD 38529 c (be-

fore their updated mass determinations), HD 43197 b,

PSR B1620-26 b, and WASP-77A b (Lazio et al. 2004;

Sirothia et al. 2014). However, given the M sin i mass

ambiguity, if, for example, the mass of an object such

as HD 38529 c was underestimated by a factor of 1.8,

this would correspond to an increase in its emission fre-

quency of∼2.7, placing it within the range of this survey.

Indeed, after the completion of the survey it was con-

firmed that HD 38529 c, HD 106252 b, and HD 114762

Ab were more massive than first thought, with the first

two targets acknowledged to be brown dwarfs and the

last I estimate to be an M5 dwarf. In addition, a com-

parison of the dipole component of the Jovian surface
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magnetic field (B ∼4.18 G) with its small-scale polar

surface field (B ∼20 G) indicates that small-scale fields

on exoplanets may result in significantly higher ECM

emission frequencies (Connerney et al. 2022).

Similarly, confirmation that brown dwarfs with

exoplanet-like effective temperatures or masses, such as

J1047+21 and SIMP 01365662+0933473 maintain ∼3

to 6 kG magnetic fields may imply that giant exoplan-

ets maintain magnetic fields much stronger than an-

ticipated, that may be used to constrain and validate

magnetic dynamo models (e.g., Christensen et al. 2009;

Reiners & Christensen 2010). I reserve a more thorough

discussion of dynamo scaling laws as applied to exoplan-

ets and brown dwarfs for a later paper in the ROME se-

ries. However, these considerations indicate that it is not

unreasonable to survey exoplanets for magnetospheric

emissions at higher frequencies than traditionally as-

sumed, given enough sensitivity. On the other hand,

since the dynamo models of Christensen et al. (2009)

and Reiners & Christensen (2010) require rapid rotation,

and hot Jupiters may be tidally locked, the convective

motions of their internal dynamos may be drastically re-

duced, resulting in diminished global dipolar magnetic

fields (e.g., Sánchez-Lavega 2004). Alternatively, Yadav

& Thorngren (2017) argued that the surprisingly large

radii of hot Jupiters indicate that stellar deposition of

heat into their interiors should enhance convective dy-

namo activity, leading to inflated interiors and stronger

magnetic fields. It is also possible that the dense stel-

lar wind environment in which these hot Jupiters orbit

their host stars may preclude the escape of any ECM

radio emissions (e.g., Weber et al. 2017; Kavanagh et

al. 2019). Thus, the search for magnetospheric radio

emissions from substellar objects at a range of observ-

able parameters will provide valuable information about

myriad system properties.

However, since the survey failed to detect any mag-

netospheric radio emissions, it is likely that most of the

substellar targets, with the exceptions of HD 114762 Ab,

HD 38529c, HD 196252b, and HR 8799 b, c, d, and e,

were observed at frequencies in excess of their cutoff fre-

quencies, in addition to inadequate sensitivity.

4.2.3. Rotation Phase Coverage

ECM-generated magnetospheric radio emission is

beamed into a hollow cone at large opening angles rel-

ative to the magnetic field, modulated at the rotation

period of the object (Zarka 1998). Exoplanet rotation

periods range from ∼10 hrs for Jupiter and Saturn to

3–4 d for spin-orbit synchronized, sidereal rotation of

hot Jupiters (Sánchez-Lavega 2004; de Pater & Lissauer

2015). As described in Table 2, every target system was

observed for 0.67 to 2.5 hrs. Thus, in the best case sce-

nario of a distant giant exoplanet that has not undergone

significant orbital evolution, the observations only cover

∼10-20% of rotational phase for potential magnetic ac-

tivity (e.g., ϵ Tau).

The rotational phase coverage of the brown dwarf tar-

gets HD 38529 c and HD 106252 b is probably sig-

nificantly better. Magnetically-active UCD rotation

periods range from 0.288 hrs (J1122+25) to ∼50 hrs

(SDSS J151643.01+305344.4), with a mean rotation pe-

riod P ∼1.22 hr (Route 2017a,b). Since HD 38529 c

and HD 106252 b were both observed for 1 hr, if they

rotate at the mean UCD rotation period, then their ro-

tational phase coverage is likely ∼80%, although given

the spread in rotation periods, it could be as low as

∼2%. A similar result applies to the ∼M5 HD 114762

Ab. Thus, the duration of the observations provide ro-

tational phase coverage of ∼2 to 80% for exoplanet or

brown dwarf magnetospheric radio emissions.

4.2.4. Viewing Geometry

Based on an examination of the solar system planets,

we may assume that the magnetic and rotation axes

of exoplanet and brown dwarf companions are roughly

aligned with each other, and with their orbital axes

in low-obliquity orbits. Since ECM-induced magneto-

spheric emissions are beamed into a hollow cone at large

half-apex angles with respect to the magnetic axis of the

exoplanet or brown dwarf, these emissions are optimally

viewed at high inclination to the orbital axis (e.g., Zarka

1998). This suggests that transiting and near-transiting

systems, such as HD 189733 and the other targets in

Table 4, are optimal targets to search for auroral ra-

dio emissions. On the other hand, directly-imaged sys-

tems, such as HR 8799 with its face-on geometry as ob-

served from Earth, may have detectable radio emissions

only if the exoplanet magnetic, rotation, and/or orbital

axes are significantly misaligned such that their mag-

netic axes do not point toward the Earth. Therefore,

while viewing geometry may hinder the detectability of

radio emissions on a case-by-case basis, it should not ad-

versely affect the detectability of the target population

as a whole. However, it may be a contributing factor

in the nondetection of emissions from systems viewed at

low inclination angles with respect to their companions’

orbital axes, such as HR 8799 b-e.

4.2.5. Detection Efforts Past, Present, and Future

Numerous attempts have been made to detect the

magnetospheric emissions from exoplanets at radio

wavelengths since the work of Yantis et al. (1977). Al-

though it is beyond the scope of this paper to evaluate
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the merits of these efforts, I will briefly compare my in-

strumentation and strategy to those of previous efforts,

then discuss how this survey, together with surveys of

UCDs, may guide future detection efforts.

This survey at AO has several distinguishing features

relative to previous surveys. AO provided exquisite sen-

sitivity at short timescales by achieving 3σ detection

limits of ∼1 mJy in 0.9 s integrations. This compares

very favorably with many previous large surveys that

achieved detection limits of 3σ ∼ 10 to 100 mJy in ∼1

ks integrations at, for instance, the Murchison Wide Ar-

ray (MWA, Lynch et al. 2018), the Ukrainian T-shaped

Radio Telescope second modification (UTR-2), and the

Very Large Array (VLA; Zarka et al. 2015 and references

therein). Targets in this survey were simultaneously ob-

served over a ∆ν ∼1 GHz bandpass, as opposed to many

earlier efforts that were limited to ∆ν ≤50 MHz due to

technology at the time. Finally, the spectropolarimet-

ric survey yielded dynamic spectra in all four Stokes

parameters for every target, while earlier surveys often

measured total intensity (Stokes I) only. The survey

focused on circularly polarized (Stokes V) emission and

used linear polarization (Stokes Q and U) as an RFI mit-

igation strategy. Newer facilities with better technology

have continued to improve search characteristics in the

same general directions as this survey (e.g., Turner et

al. 2021).

Route & Wolszczan (2016b) discussed trends in ν Lν

among UCDs, which display similarities in their mag-

netism as manifest by X-ray, Hα, and radio activity, de-

spite differences in their near infrared and optical spec-

tra (e.g., McLean et al. 2012). My detection and char-

acterization of flaring radio emission from two late T

brown dwarfs, J1047+21 and J1122+25, may indicate

how trends in substellar radio activity evolve toward

exoplanet-mass objects. Figure 2 updates the plot of

detected radio emissions from objects near the stellar-

substellar boundary and includes a side-by-side compar-

ison of my present exoplanet and previous UCD survey

efforts (Route & Wolszczan 2016b, Fig. 3).

Jupiter’s DAM is 4-5 orders of magnitude below the

UCD flaring ν Lν radio emission trend line in Figure 2.

Route & Wolszczan (2016b) proposed that radio emis-

sion (ν Lν) may remain approximately constant from

M7 to T7, or perhaps declines from L2 to T3, followed

by a minor rise from T3 to ∼T6. Yet at some spec-

tral type ≳T7, flaring and quiescent radio emission from

UCDs and giant exoplanets should be greatly reduced

so that the trend at ∼T6 smoothly connects with Jovian

emissions. Unfortunately, the nondetection of the brown

dwarfs HD 106252 b (∼T9) and HD 38529 c (∼Y0) does

not shed any light on this matter as their radio detection

limits exceed the UCD trend line and the emissions from

J1047+21 and J1122+25 (Figure 2). My detection lim-

its for even the most massive exoplanets surveyed, such

as those of the HR 8799 system and 70 Vir b, are likely

≳3 orders of magnitude above the hypothetical trend

line in Figure 2. This estimate is consistent with the

range suggested by Zarka (2018) as well as that of Lazio

et al. (2004) once statistical uncertainties are accounted

for.

4.3. Implications for Recent Theoretical Work

Recently, Ashtari et al. (2022) sought to improve upon

previous theoretical efforts to compute the maximum

fundamental frequencies and flux densities of ECM emis-

sions from 671 exoplanets. This effort combined scal-

ing laws of exoplanet magnetic properties (i.e., con-

vective zone sizes, magnetic moments, magnetopause

standoff distances, surface magnetic fields, and maxi-

mum frequency of ECM emission) with GAMERA 3D

magnetohydrodynamic simulations of stellar wind ac-

tivity to produce potentially ultra-precise radio spec-

tra of targets. Yet observational work that seeks to

verify these predictions must proceed with care. The

computed exoplanet surface magnetic fields are scaled

to that of Jupiter, reported to be 4.18 G (Connerney

et al. 2022). From this value, maximum frequencies

of exoplanet ECM emissions are derived from a mass-

radius-rotation scaling relation anchored on the pro-

fessed maximum frequency of Jovian ECM emissions,

24 MHz. This value is approximately half the obser-

vationally determined cutoff frequency (Section 1). It

might be somewhat unexpected to use a scaling rela-

tion to determine the maximum fundamental frequency

of emissions, νpeak, when it can be directly computed

from the surface magnetic field via the cyclotron for-

mula (Section 2.1). However, it is noteworthy that the

maximum surface magnetic field of Jupiter is ∼20 G in

the polar regions (Connerney et al. 2022, Fig. 5), which

leads to a modeled underestimate of the maximum exo-

planet surface magnetic field strengths (BS) by a factor

of ∼5. Although the reasoning presented in Ashtari et

al. (2022, Appendix B) directly follows prior work by

Lazio et al. (2004), the omission of the earlier work’s

disclaimer that the maximum frequency of emission may

vary by a factor of three due to statistical uncertainties

in their empirical relation can underestimate uncertainty

in modern models.

Ashtari et al. (2022) also omit other important fac-

tors in the detection of substellar magnetospheric ra-

dio emissions. In a number of systems, unless the exo-

planet ECM frequency is greater than the local plasma

frequency, no ECM signal will be detected. For exam-
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ple, Kavanagh et al. (2019) determined that the exo-

planet in the HD 189733 system requires νpeak >21 MHz

for the its magnetospheric emissions to escape the stel-

lar wind plasma frequency. Exoplanet radio emissions

with νpeak ≲10 MHz would be reflected by the terrestrial

ionosphere (de Pater & Lissauer 2015) and hence, un-

detectable by low-frequency ground-based surveys (e.g.,

51 Peg, AU Mic b in their Table 5, Ashtari et al. 2022).

Both phenomena are not accounted for in Ashtari et al.

(2022).

Finally, we note that several case studies presented in

Ashtari et al. (2022) require additional attention. Their

Table 2 estimates the maximum magnetic field strengths

of, for example, brown dwarfs of masses 45–62 MJ such

as NGTS-7A b, SCR 1845 b, and ZTF J0038+2030 b,

as ranging from 28.6 to 80.2 G. The discovery of nearly

two dozen brown dwarfs with ∼kG magnetic fields indi-

cates that their model likely underestimates these mag-

netic field strengths. Ashtari et al. (2022) also compute

the flux density and peak frequency of emission for τ

Boötis b, to demonstrate that the model is consistent

with the purported detection of ECM emission from the

exoplanet (Turner et al. 2021). However, should τ Boo

b have a surface magnetic field of BS ∼ 8 G, the scal-

ing relation in Ashtari et al. (2022, Eq. B15) would

yield νpeak=46 MHz, which is in tension with the result

reported in their Tables 2 and 3. Given these discrep-

ancies in the results reported in Tables 2, 3, and 5, it is

unclear whether the modeled frequencies and flux densi-

ties should have been detectable during the 18-32 MHz

UTR-2 survey conducted by Ryabov et al. (2004), al-

though no detection of the target was reported.

4.4. Implications for the Direct Detection of Exomoons

within Habitable Zones

Two targeted systems host exoplanets that potentially

host exomoons within their host stars’ HZs for the en-

tire duration of their orbits: HD 10697 b and 55 Cnc f.

Several others spend a fraction of their orbital periods

within the optimistic HZ, such as HD 38529 c (57%), HD

50554 b (26%), and HD 106252 b (20%)5 (Kane & Gelino

2012; Kopparapu et al. 2014). Both HD 10697 b and 55

Cnc f are significantly more massive than the Earth,

so that any life within those systems likely resides on

orbiting exomoons. Perhaps such exomoons could gen-

erate powerful radio emissions akin to the Io-controlled

DAM, and their presence could be inferred through the

modulation of exoplanetary magnetospheric radio emis-

sions by the exomoons’ orbital periods. However, these

5 “Habitable Zone Gallery,” available at
http://www.hzgallery.org/table.html

radio emissions would likely still follow the established

radio-kinetic and radio-magnetic scaling laws that relate

the overall power of their auroral radio emissions to the

kinetic or magnetic energy flux received by their magne-

tospheric cross sections as they traverse the exoplanet’s

magnetosphere. In the case of Io and Ganymede orbit-

ing Jupiter, their auroral radio emissions do not exceed

that of Jupiter (Zarka et al. 2018). Hence, the exomoons

in such systems would modulate, but offer no power en-

hancement, of the radio emissions of these exoplanets.

5. CONCLUSION

In 2010-2011, I surveyed exoplanets and brown dwarfs

in a quest to detect and characterize their magneto-

spheric radio emissions, and thereby gain insight into

their magnetic activity, magnetic fields, surrounding

plasma environments, and interior structures. In this

fourth installment in the Radio Observations of Mag-

netized Exoplanets (ROME) series, I present further

results on purported exoplanet-hosting systems, which

started with HD 189733 A/B/b (ROME I/II) and con-

tinued with a search for star-planet interactions (ROME

III). The present survey sought Jupiter-like auroral

ECM radio emissions derived from magnetospheric in-

teractions between stellar winds and substellar compan-

ion magnetospheres, a type of plasma flow-obstacle in-

teraction.

This survey targeted nine systems with substellar

companions, with a preference for massive companions

with semimajor axes a ≲0.1 au. Massive exoplanets are

hypothesized to hold larger reservoirs of internal energy

to power convective dynamos that generate stronger

magnetic fields and larger magnetospheric cross sections

for plasma flow-obstacle interactions than generally has

been anticipated. Substellar companions close to their

host stars would encounter greater kinetic flow power

and Poynting fluxes for magnetospheric interactions.

This survey leveraged the exquisitely sensitive 305 m

Arecibo radio telescope tuned to 4.2-5.2 GHz to search

for strong, ∼kG magnetic fields, similar to those found

among the coolest brown dwarfs, such as J1047+21 and

J1122+25. Dynamic spectra in all four Stokes param-

eters from the Mock spectrometers were used to search

for ≳ 10% circularly polarized ECM emission and to

mitigate RFI. All targets were observed for ≲2.5 hr, the

maximum time for them to transit the fixed dish.

Several of the surveyed systems are now known to host

low-mass star or brown dwarf companions: HD 114762

Ab (∼M5), HD 106252 b (∼T9), and HD 38529 c (∼Y0).

Hence, this is the first survey to search for radio emis-

sion from ultracool dwarfs of spectral type Y, which may

illuminate unanswered questions regarding their mag-
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netism, interior and atmospheric structure, and forma-

tion histories. Although similar objects (e.g., J1047+21)

are powerful radio emitters at ∼5 GHz, the lack of de-

tected emissions in these three targets may stem from

magnetic inactivity, sporadic emissions, or lack of sen-

sitivity. Additional exoplanet targets were anticipated

to be especially promising for the generation of high-

frequency radio emissions based on empirically-derived

radiometric Bode’s laws, including 70 Vir b, HD 178911

Bb, and HD 10697 b. However, no exoplanet magneto-

spheric radio emissions were detected. The 3σ sensitiv-

ity for targeted systems ranged from 1.05 to 1.43 mJy,

resulting in ν Lν upper limits of 1.8×1024 erg s−1 to

1.4×1025 erg s−1.

This search may not have succeeded for several rea-

sons. First, construction of a trend line connecting the

radio activity from the coolest, latest type brown dwarfs

to that of Jupiter indicates that instrumental sensitivity

must increase by ≳103 in order to detect magnetospheric

radio emissions. Second, although the exoplanet targets

may have been surveyed at too-high of frequencies, it

remains unknown what are the ECM cutoff frequencies

of giant exoplanets more massive than Jupiter. Third,

since giant exoplanet rotation periods are likely ∼10 hrs,

the rotational phase coverage of their magnetospheric

activity varied from 2–80%.

The analysis of the survey results highlights how the

productivity of future searches for magnetospheric exo-

planet emissions may be improved. First, increases in

sensitivity of ∼ 102 to 106 are required to detect mag-

netospheric emissions. Second, future surveys should si-

multaneously observe as wide of a bandpass as possible

given the great uncertainty in exoplanet magnetic field

strengths, and therefore, the frequency of their ECM

emissions. Third, future surveys should leverage full

Stokes polarimetry to distinguish among and charac-

terize various types of astrophysical emission, and as

an RFI mitigation strategy. Fourth, multiepoch, high-

cadence observations are required to untangle the effects

of intrinsic stellar activity from variable magnetospheric

exoplanet radio emissions, since stars are typically as-

sumed to be less dynamic than they actually are.
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Table 1. Survey Target Properties

Name R.A. Dec. Host Star Dist. Semimajor Period Mass Properties

(hh mm ss) ( ◦ ′ ′′) Type (pc) Axis (AU) (d) (MJ ) Refs

HD 10697 ba 01 44 55 +20 04 59 G5 IV 33.16 2.12 1072.3 6.837 1,2

ϵ Tau bb 04 28 37 +19 10 50 K0 III 44.71 1.90 594.9 7.34 3,4,4

HD 38529 b 05 46 35 +01 10 06 G4 IV 42.42 0.131 14.31 0.90 5,6,6

c 3.697 1236.14 17.6c 7,6,6

HD 50554 b 06 54 43 +24 14 44 F8 V 31.07 2.28 1224 4.46 9,8,8

HD 106252 b 12 13 30 +10 02 30 G0 V 38.10 2.6 1531 30.6d 9,8,10,10

HD 114762 Ab 13 12 20 +17 31 02 F9 V 38.17 0.361 83.915 147e 11,12,12

70 Vir b 13 28 26 +13 46 44 G4 V 18.10 0.481 116.69 7.4 13,14,14

HD 178911 Bb 19 09 03 +34 35 59 G5 40.96 0.339 71.484 7.03 15,16,16

HD 195019 b 20 28 19 +18 46 10 G3 IV/V 37.53 0.1388 18.2 3.69 17,8,8

Note—Exoplanet, brown dwarf, and low-mass stellar companion hosting system properties. In the properties
references column (rightmost column), bold, underlined, and italicized numerals denote discovery, semimajor
axis, and orbital period references, respectively. The final number in the column in normal font provides the
companion object’s mass reference. All distances are from the Gaia Collaboration (2021). References. (1)
Vogt et al. (2000); (2) Simpson et al. (2010); (3) Sato et al. (2007); (4) Kunitomo et al. (2011); (5) Fischer et
al. (2001); (6) Benedict et al. (2010); (7) Fischer et al. (2003); (8) Butler et al. (2006); (9) Perrier et al. (2003);
(10) Reffert & Quirrenbach (2011); (11) Latham et al. (1989); (12) Kiefer et al. (2021); (13) Marcy & Butler
(1996); (14) Kane et al. (2015); (15) Zucker et al. (2002); (16) Wittenmyer et al. (2009); (17) Fischer et al.
(1999)

aAlso known as 109 Psc b.

b Also known as HD 28305 b.

c With a mass of 0.017M⊙, 5 Gyr isochrones yields Teff ∼430 K and spectral type ∼Y0 (Baraffe et al. 2003;
Cushing et al. 2011).

dWith a mass of 0.029M⊙, 5 Gyr isochrones yields Teff ∼610 K and spectral type ∼T9 (Baraffe et al. 2003;
Cushing et al. 2011).

eChabrier & Baraffe (2000, Fig. 10) indicates spectral type ∼M5 corresponds to a 0.140M⊙, ∼5 Gyr old object
of solar metallicity.
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Table 2. Observations List

Name UT Date File Date Scan Rangea Number Time on

(yyyymmdd) (yyyymmdd) of Scans Source (hrs)

HD 10697 2010 12 21 2010 12 20 00000-01200 4 0.67

ϵ Tau 2010 01 09 2010 01 08 00000-02000 7 1.17

2010 12 18 2010 12 17 10100-10700* 3 0.50

2010 12 18 2010 12 18 00000-00400 1 0.17

2010 12 21 2010 12 20 02500-03600 4 0.67

HD 38529 2010 01 09 2010 01 08 02100-03800 6 1.00

HD 50554 2010 01 09 2010 01 08 03900-04200* 2 0.33

2010 01 09 2010 01 09 00000-00400 1 0.17

2010 12 18 2010 12 18 00500-02800 8 1.33

2010 12 19 2010 12 19 00800-01900 4 0.67

HD 106252 2010 01 07 2010 01 07 01800-03500 6 1.00

HD 114762 2010 01 07 2010 01 07 03600-03800 1 0.17

2011 01 02 2011 01 02 08700-10500 7 1.17

70 Vir 2010 01 06 2010 01 06 03600-05600 7 1.17

HD 178911 B 2011 07 20 2011 07 19 06200-07100* 4 0.67

2011 07 20 2011 07 20 00000-01000 3 0.50

HD 195019 2011 07 20 2011 07 20 01100-04000 10 1.67

Note—Characteristics of AO data sets acquired and analyzed to search for magnetospheric
radio emissions.

aThe scan range column denotes the continuous sequence of on-source, calibration-on,
and calibration-off scans that focused on the listed target on a given day. For example,
file a2471.20100107.b0s1g0.03600.fits provides the on-source data from the first, lowest-
frequency Mock spectrometer (b0) during the HD 114762 Ab observation (scan 03600)
that occurred on 2010 Jan 7. Asterisks in the scan range column denote an observing
session that immediately continued onto the following day.
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Table 3. Survey Detection Results

Object Mass Flux Density a νLν
a νLν

b νLν
b,c

(MJ ) Limit (mJy) (ergs s−1) (log L⊙) (log LJ,rad)

HD 10697 b 6.837 <1.305 <7.67×1024 <-8.70 <6.97

ϵ Tau b 7.34 <1.101 <1.18×1025 <-8.51 <7.16

GJ 176 bd 0.0264 <1.065 <5.13×1023 <-9.87 <5.80

HD 38529 b 0.90 <1.425 <1.37×1025 <-8.45 <7.22

c 17.6 <1.425 <1.37×1025 <-8.45 <7.22

HD 46375 bd 0.226 <1.134 <5.28×1024 <-8.86 <6.81

HD 50554 b 4.46 <1.038 <5.36×1024 <-8.86 <6.82

55 Cnc ed 0.027 <0.984 <8.34×1023 <-9.66 <6.01

b 0.8036 <0.984 <8.34×1023 <-9.66 <6.01

c 0.1611 <0.984 <8.34×1023 <-9.66 <6.01

f 0.1503 <0.984 <8.34×1023 <-9.66 <6.01

d 3.12 <0.984 <8.34×1023 <-9.66 <6.01

GJ 436 bd 0.0737 <1.047 <5.35×1023 <-9.86 <5.82

HD 102195 bd 0.46 <1.302 <6.00×1024 <-8.81 <6.86

HD 106252 b 30.6 <1.194 <9.26×1024 <-8.62 <7.05

HD 114762 Ab 147 <1.140 <8.88×1024 <-8.64 <7.03

70 Vir b 7.4 <1.047 <1.83×1024 <-9.32 <6.35

HD 178911 Bb 7.03 <1.287 <1.15×1025 <-8.52 <7.15

HD 189733 bd 1.13 <1.158 <2.42×1024 <-9.20 <6.47

HD 195019 b 3.69 <1.203 <9.06×1024 <-8.63 <7.04

HD 209458 bd 0.714 <1.155 <1.43×1025 <-8.430 <7.24

51 Peg bd 0.46 <2.067 <2.66×1024 <-9.16 <6.51

HR 8799e e 9.6 <1.044 <9.33×1024 <-8.62 <7.06

d 7.2 <1.044 <9.33×1024 <-8.62 <7.06

c 7.2 <1.044 <9.33×1024 <-8.62 <7.06

b 5.8 <1.044 <9.33×1024 <-8.62 <7.06

Note—Detection limits and radio luminosities of target systems.

aSince 3σ detection limits are reported, the uncertainty in the flux density limits is
plus/minus one-third the reported value.

b The uncertainty in each scaled luminosity value is +0.13/-0.18.

c Luminosity in terms of the average power output of Jupiter’s ECM-induced DAM
during maximum solar activity (as opposed to average power or peak power), or

LJ,rad = 8.2×1017 erg s−1 (Zarka et al. 2004).

dRadio emission flux density detection limits presented in Route & Wolszczan (2023).

eHR 8799 exoplanet radio emission flux density detection limits were reported during
my first UCD survey (Route & Wolszczan 2013).
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Table 4. Anticipated Exoplanet Radio Emission Properties
from the Literature

Object Maximum Maximum Flux References

Frequency (MHz) Density (mJy)

HD 10697 b 545,88.4 0.08 2,4

ϵ Tau b 91.7 0 4

GJ 176 b 1.3 26.3 4

HD 38529 b 16,20.4 6,0.5 2,4

c 1600,209.1 0.013,0 2,4

HD 46375 b 0.6,0.8 80,178.2 2,4

HD 50554 b 333,73.5 0.063,0 2,4

55 Cnc e 29.6 148.2 4

b 0.5,17.6,19.6 1.5,80,2.9 1,2,4

c 1.7,6.7 40,0 2,4

f 6.8 0 4

d 242,70.2 0.08,0 2,4

GJ 436 b 18.2 783.2 4

HD 102195 b 11.4 36.6 4

HD 106252 b 576,265.7 0.032,0 2,4

HD 114762 Ab 1090,121.4 0.015,0 2,4

70 Vir b 545,546,86.1 0.023,2,0 1,2,4

HD 178911 Bb 504,82.9 0.63,0 2,4

HD 189733 b 39,21.4,15,25 57,520.3,20,50-130 3,4,5,6

HD 195019 b 184,57.3 16,0.1 2,4

HD 209458 b 2.9,2.9 25, 49.4 2,4

51 Peg b 0.7,1.2,7 3.9,251,0.8 1,2,3

Note—Estimated maximum fundamental frequencies and flux densities
of ECM radio emission as reported in the literature. For objects with
multiple estimates, the listed frequencies and flux densities are given
in the corresponding order to the references. For references that pro-
vide multiple estimates that depend on, for instance, radiation model
(Farrell et al. 1999) or planetary rotation (Grießmeier 2017), only the
maximum frequency/flux density combination is reported. Signals with
νc ≲10 MHz are reflected by the terrestrial ionosphere, and hence would
be undetectable from the ground. Note that even though only a few
estimates are listed, the maximum frequency of emission can vary by
an order of magnitude, and the maximum flux density can vary from a
target having detectable to no detectable emission.
References. (1) Farrell et al. (1999); (2) Lazio et al. (2004); (3) Rein-
ers & Christensen (2010); (4) Grießmeier (2017); (5) Zaghoo & Collins
(2018); (6) Kavanagh et al. (2019).
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Figure 1. Examples of Stokes V dynamic spectra and bandpass-integrated time series from this survey (left) and a previous
survey of UCDs (right) at AO. Horizontal gray bars near 5.1 to 5.2 GHz in both spectra, 4.85 GHz at left, and 4.8 GHz at right
represent the excision of strong RFI. Even though a patch of left-circularly polarized emission occurs at t ∼200 s in the dynamic
spectrum from ϵ Tau at left, the strong linear polarization of this feature coupled with its occurrence in other data sets (e.g.,
for GJ 176 in Route & Wolszczan 2023, Fig.1) indicate that it is an RFI artifact. An ECM-induced ∼70% circularly polarized
radio flare from the T6.5 UCD J1047+21 is depicted at right for comparison (Route & Wolszczan 2012).
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Figure 2. Logarithmic plots of νLν isotropic radio luminosity detection limits for surveyed substellar companions versus
spectral type (left panel) or exoplanet mass (right panel), as compared to previously detected radio-emitting UCDs (Burgasser
et al. 2015; Route & Wolszczan 2016b; Route 2017a; Williams & Berger 2015; Williams et al. 2014, 2015, 2017; Zic et al. 2019;
Richey-Yowell et al. 2020). The two AO discoveries of the coolest known radio-flaring brown dwarfs near the brown dwarf-
exoplanet boundary are marked by filled stars (Route & Wolszczan 2012, 2016a). HD 114762 Ab appears at upper left with an
estimated spectral type of M5. HD 106252 b (∼T9) and HD 38529 c (∼Y0) appear in the left panel at upper right. My earlier
radio detection limits for the four young exoplanets of the HR 8799 system are graphed based on their estimated masses (Table
3), as opposed to their spectral types (Oppenheimer et al. 2013; Route & Wolszczan 2013). Detection limits from exoplanets
surveyed in ROME III (Route & Wolszczan 2023) are included in Table 3 and graphed here as well. Two surveyed exoplanets
are within the HZs of their host stars: clockwise from upper left are HD 10697 b and 55 Cnc f (Kane & Gelino 2012). The
Jovian auroral decametric radio emission as measured by Cassini anchors the right plot in the lower right corner (Zarka et al.
2004).
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